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ABSTRACT
Rotation was shown to have a strong impact on the structure and light element nucleosynthesis
in massive stars. In particular, models including rotation can reproduce the primary nitrogen
observed in halo extremely metal poor (EMP) stars. Additional exploratory models showed
that rotation may enhance s-process production at low metallicity. Here we present a large grid
of massive star models including rotation and a full s-process network to study the impact of
rotation on the weak s-process. We explore the possibility of producing significant amounts of
elements beyond the strontium peak, which is where the weak s-process usually stops. We used
the Geneva stellar evolution code coupled to an enlarged reaction network with 737 nuclear
species up to bismuth to calculate 15–40 M models at four metallicities (Z = 0.014, 10−3,
10−5 and 10−7) from the main sequence up to the end of oxygen burning. We confirm that
rotation-induced mixing between the convective H-shell and He-core enables an important
production of primary 14N and 22Ne and s-process at low metallicity. At low metallicity, even
though the production is still limited by the initial number of iron seeds, rotation enhances
the s-process production, even for isotopes heavier than strontium, by increasing the neutron-
to-seed ratio. The increase in this ratio is a direct consequence of the primary production of
22Ne. Despite nuclear uncertainties affecting the s-process production and stellar uncertainties
affecting the rotation-induced mixing, our results show a robust production of s-process at
low metallicity when rotation is taken into account. Considering models with a distribution of
initial rotation rates enables us to reproduce the observed large range of the [Sr/Ba] ratios in
(carbon-enhanced and normal) EMP stars.
Key words: stars: abundances – stars: chemically peculiar – stars: massive – stars: Population
II – stars: rotation – Galaxy: abundances.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The classic view of the s-process nucleosynthesis in massive stars
is that it occurs in He- and C-burning regions of the stars, producing
only the low-mass range of the s-process elements, typically the
 E-mail: r.hirschi@keele.ac.uk
elements with an atomic mass number below about 90–100 (e.g.
Ka¨ppeler et al. 2011, and references therein). It has also been shown
that in the regions where the s-process occurs, the fact that, when
the metallicity decreases, (1) the neutron source, mainly the 22Ne(α,
n) reaction, decreases, (2) the neutron seeds (Fe) also decrease,
(3) the neutron poisons as for instance 16O remain independent
of the metallicity implies that the s-process element production
decreases with the metallicity and that there exists some limiting
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metallicity below which the s-process becomes negligible. This
limit was found to be around Z/Z = 10−2 (Prantzos, Hashimoto &
Nomoto 1990).
First attempts to investigate the possible role of rotational mixing
on the s-process production in massive stars have shown that this
classic picture could be significantly revised. The impact of rotation
on the s-process nucleosynthesis in low-Z massive rotating stars
was studied by Pignatari et al. (2008). In that study, the s-process
production was investigated by assuming different concentrations
of primary 22Ne in the convective He-burning core, guided by the
early results of Hirschi (2007). Frischknecht, Hirschi & Thielemann
(2012) presented 25 M stellar models at various metallicities and
with different initial rotation rates using an s-process network of
612 isotopes up to the end of core He-burning and 737 isotopes
during the later stages. The main results of these works were that
the s-process production could be boosted in models with strong
rotational mixing, that isotopes with an atomic mass heavier than
100 can be synthesized and that very different ratios of first to
second peak s-process element ratios can be obtained depending on
the rotation rate.
The main reason for these changes comes from the following
process: rotational mixing allows the production of large amounts
of 14N in the H-burning shell, 14N, which, once engulfed into the
He-burning core, is transformed into 22Ne via two α-captures. In-
creasing the quantity of 22Ne favours s-process production since
the main neutron source is the 22Ne(α,n) reaction. Nevertheless, the
limiting factors mentioned just above at low metallicity, namely
the decrease of the seeds while the amount of important neu-
tron poisons does not change, remain whatever the star is rotat-
ing or not. Thus, rotation acts mainly on one of the aspect of
the s-process nucleosynthesis, the neutron source via the amount
of 22Ne, leaving the other more or less the same as in the non-
rotating models. Rotation can also have an impact on the s-process
through its influence on the size of the H- and He-burning cores,
but these effects remain modest compared to the impact linked to
the 22Ne.
While the above-mentioned studies provide already the general
trends of how rotation will impact the s-process production, they
focus on only one initial mass. In the present work, we extend the
mass range explored. In that respect, this is the first extended grid
of this kind that is published and we hope that this will trigger new
theoretical predictions in the future exploring other physics, such
as the impact of an internal magnetic field or of the presence of a
close binary companion.
Before entering into the main body of this paper, we would like
to emphasize an additional point, the fact that rotation has a particu-
larly strong impact at low metallicity, and therefore on the evolution
and nucleosynthesis of the first stellar generations in the Universe.
Due to their low metal content, they are more compact and rotate
faster than their equivalents found in the Milky Way. This view is
supported by observations of an increasing Be/B-type star ratio with
decreasing metallicity (Martayan et al. 2007) and by faster rotating
massive stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) compared to
the Milky Way (Hunter et al. 2008).
Fast-rotating stellar models at low Z have been calculated by
Meynet, Ekstro¨m & Maeder (2006) and Hirschi (2007). In these
models, nitrogen yields are much larger than in non-rotating mod-
els. When yields from these rotating models are used as input in
chemical evolution models, a nice fit of the N/O in very metal poor
halo stars (see e.g. Spite et al. 2005) can be obtained (Chiappini et al.
2006). The nitrogen production in rotating low-Z stellar models is
accompanied by large production of other isotopes like 13C, and
especially 22Ne, which is, as recalled above, the neutron source for
s-process in massive stars (e.g. Ka¨ppeler et al. 2011, and references
therein).
The observation of large s-process enhancements in one of the
oldest globular clusters in the bulge of our Galaxy supports the view
that massive stars could indeed be also important sources for these
elements (Chiappini et al. 2011), highlighting the need for compre-
hensive calculations of s-process in low-Z massive rotating stars.
This motivated us to produce a large grid of low-Z massive rotating
star models including a full s-process network. The observations by
Barbuy et al. (2009) and Chiappini et al. (2011) were later updated
by Barbuy et al. (2014) and Ness, Asplund & Casey (2014). In par-
ticular, Barbuy et al. (2014) confirmed that at least part of the stars
in the globular cluster NGC 6522 is compatible with the s-process
production in fast-rotating massive stars at low metallicity. Galactic
chemical evolution (GCE) models using the larger grid of models
were presented in Cescutti et al. (2013, 2015, with some modifica-
tions explained in these papers) and showed that rotation-induced
mixing is able to explain the large scatter for [Sr/Ba] observed in
extremely metal poor stars. In this paper, we present the large grid
of low-Z massive rotating star models including a full s-process
network used in the GCE models listed above.
We describe our models in Section 2. The mixing induced by
rotation and the production of primary 22Ne are discussed in Sec-
tion 3. We revisit the s-process in non-rotating stars and its de-
pendence on initial metallicity in Section 3. The impact of rota-
tion on the s-process in massive stars at different metallicities is
discussed in Section 5. We compare our models to the literature
and observations in Section 6. Finally, we give our conclusions in
Section 7.
2 M O D E L S A N D Y I E L D C A L C U L AT I O N S
2.1 Model ingredients
We calculated the stellar evolution models with the Geneva stellar
evolution code (GENEC), which is described in detail in Eggenberger
et al. (2008). The main improvement brought to GENEC for these
models is the integration of a large nuclear reaction network (613
isotopes up to the end of He-burning and 737 from thereon). The
smaller network is almost identical to the s-process network used
by The, El Eid & Meyer (2000, see their table 1). This version
of GENEC with an enhanced nucleosynthesis network size and the
nucleosynthesis network coupled to the structure is the same as in
Frischknecht et al. (2012) and The et al. (2000). Since rotation-
induced mixing is of prime importance in this work, we briefly
review here the input physics used. We used the horizontal diffusion
coefficient of Zahn (1992) and the shear diffusion coefficient from
Talon & Zahn (1997), which is a conservative choice since this
prescription includes a strong reduction of mixing across mean
molecular weight gradients.
In the reaction library used for the network calculations, theo-
retical neutron capture and charged particle rates from Rauscher &
Thielemann (2000) were used unless experimental information was
available as outlined below. The charged particle reaction rates from
Angulo, Arnould & Rayet (NACRE compilation, 1999) were used
except for the following reactions: 22Ne(α,n) and the 3α-rate were
taken from Jaeger et al. (2001) and from Fynbo et al. (2005), respec-
tively. Neutron capture rates present in the KADoNiS compilation
(v0.1; Dillmann et al. 2006) were implemented. Beta-decay rates de-
rived from experimental beta-decay half-lives were used except for
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the temperature-dependent rates given in Takahashi & Yokoi (1987).
The REACLIB parameters for 3α, 12C(α, γ )16O, 14N(p, γ )15O
and the constant beta-decay rates beyond Pd were obtained from
the JINA-REACLIB website (groups.nscl.msu.edu/jina/reaclib/db).
Two of the most important nuclear reaction rates for s-process in
massive stars are 22Ne(α, n) and 22Ne(α, γ ). The rates used in this
study, taken from Jaeger et al. (2001) and NACRE, respectively,
result in an equal strength of both channels at T ≈ 2.8 × 108 K
(T8 ≈ 2.8). Below this temperature, the (α, γ ) channel dominates,
while above the (α, n) channel is stronger. In our models, an im-
portant fraction of 22Ne is burned when 22Ne(α, γ ) dominates over
the neutron source. More recent rate determinations of 22Ne(α, γ )
from Karakas et al. (2006) or Iliadis et al. (2010), Longland, Iliadis
& Karakas (2012) and Bisterzo et al. (2015) are not used in this
work, but are all lower than the NACRE rate. This means that the
yields from He-core burning could be higher, depending also on
the ratio between the (α, n) and (α, γ ) channels. Previous impact
studies of the 22Ne(α, γ ) and 22Ne(α, n) rates on the s-process in
massive stars are e.g. Ka¨ppeler et al. (1994), Rauscher et al. (2002),
Pignatari et al. (2010) and Nishimura et al. (2014).
In the stellar models presented in this work, for 17O(α, γ ) and
17O(α, n) reaction rates we used the rates of Caughlan & Fowler
(1988, hereafter CF88) and Angulo et al. (1999), respectively. Their
ratio determines the strength of 16O as a neutron poison (e.g. Baraffe,
El Eid & Prantzos 1992; Hirschi et al. 2008). Descouvemont (1993)
predicted that the 17O(α, γ ) should be a factor of 1000 smaller than
the CF88 rate. More recently, two independent groups measured
the 17O(α, γ ) rate (Best et al. 2011, 2013; Taggart, Hager & Laird
2011), obtaining a rate lower than CF88 at relevant temperatures,
but not as low as Descouvemont (1993). Best et al. (2013) also
provided a new rate for the 17O(α, n). In order to assess the impact
of a lower 17O(α, γ ) rate, we calculated the rotating 25 M models
at Z = 10−5 (C25s4, C25s5) and 10−7 (D25s4, D25s6) with the
CF88 rate divided by a factor 10, which is consistent with the
new measurements within the uncertainties. These models are in
the following text labelled by an additional ‘b’ at the end of their
name. Although the 25 M models have already been discussed
in Frischknecht et al. (2012), we provide more details about these
models in this paper, and it is important to present models of all
masses in a single paper.
The mass range from 15 and 40 M was investigated, with mod-
els of 15, 20, 25 and 40 M and for each mass a model without
rotation and at least one with rotation were calculated. The stellar
models were calculated from zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) up
to O-burning for the grid of models, which is shown in Table 1.
Models with masses below 15 M were not followed, because
the temperature is not high enough to efficiently activate the neu-
tron source. The observed s-process nuclei are usually also not
considered to originate from stars beyond 40 M, because more
massive stars are thought to collapse directly to black holes at
the end of their life without an explosion, while stars between 25
and 40 M lead to black hole formation by matter falling back
on the remnant neutron star (e.g. Woosley, Heger & Weaver 2002;
Heger et al. 2003). In the latter case, an explosion still happens,
ejecting fractions of the synthesized elements. Let us note, how-
ever, that the above mass limits between the different scenarios
for the ultimate explosion are very uncertain and depend on many
factors such as the metallicity and the input physics used in the
stellar modelling (see the recent review by Janka 2012, and refer-
ences therein). All masses were calculated at initial metallicities,
Z = 0.014 (solar metallicity models, starting with letter A), 10−3
(B) and 10−5 (C), to investigate the metallicity dependence of the
Table 1. Model parameters: initial mass (column 1), model label (2), initial
ratio of surface velocity to critical velocity (3), time-averaged surface ve-
locity during the MS phase (4), metallicity (5), [Fe/H] (6) and total lifetime,
τ , from the ZAMS until the advanced phases (7).
Mass Model υini
υcrit
〈υ〉MS Z [Fe/H] τ
(M) (km s−1) (Myr)
15 A15s0 0.0 0 0.014 0.0 12.7
A15s4 0.4 200 0.014 0.0 15.0
B15s0 0.0 0 10−3 − 1.8 13.1
B15s4 0.4 234 10−3 − 1.8 15.4
C15s0 0.0 0 10−5 − 3.8 12.9
C15s4 0.4 277 10−5 − 3.8 15.0
20 A20s0 0.0 0 0.014 0.0 8.87
A20s4 0.4 216 0.014 0.0 10.5
B20s0 0.0 0 10−3 − 1.8 9.37
B20s4 0.4 260 10−3 − 1.8 11.1
C20s0 0.0 0 10−5 − 3.8 9.28
C20s4 0.4 305 10−5 − 3.8 10.8
25 A25s0 0.0 0 0.014 0.0 7.19
A25s4 0.4 214 0.014 0.0 8.43
B25s0 0.0 0 10−3 − 1.8 7.62
B25s4 0.4 285 10−3 − 1.8 8.85
C25s0 0.0 0 10−5 − 3.8 7.53
C25s4 0.4 333 10−5 − 3.8 8.68
C25s4ba 0.4 333 10−5 − 3.8 8.68
C25s5 0.5 428 10−5 − 3.8 8.85
C25s5ba 0.5 428 10−5 − 3.8 8.85
D25s0 0.0 0 10−7 − 5.8 7.18
D25s4 0.4 383 10−7 − 5.8 8.26
D25s4ba 0.4 383 10−7 − 5.8 8.26
D25s6 0.6 588 10−7 − 5.8 8.70
D25s6ba 0.6 588 10−7 − 5.8 8.70
40 A40s4 0.4 186 0.014 0.0 5.75
B40s4 0.4 334 10−3 − 1.8 5.99
C40s4 0.4 409 10−5 − 3.8 5.89
Note. aModels calculated with a lower 17O(α, γ ), see the text for details.
s-process in massive rotating stars. Additionally, 25 M stars at Z
= 10−7 were modelled. The [Fe/H] values corresponding to these
four metallicities are 0, −1.8, −3.8 and −5.8. For Z = 0.014, we
have adopted the elemental composition of Asplund, Grevesse &
Sauval (2005), with the modified Ne abundance of Cunha, Hubeny
& Lanz (2006), and the isotopic ratios from Lodders (2003). At all
three sub-solar metallicities, we assumed an α-enhanced composi-
tion with the α-elements (12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 36Ar, 40Ca
and 48Ti) enhanced with respect to iron, i.e. [X/Fe] = −A[Fe/H] for
−1 ≥ [Fe/H] > 0 and [X/Fe] = A = constant for [Fe/H] ≤ −1
where A = +0.562, +0.886, +0.500, +0.411, +0.307, +0.435,
+0.300, +0.222 and +0.251 for the different α-enhanced isotopes.
This α-enhanced composition was derived by fitting the abundance
trends [X/Fe] versus [Fe/H] derived from halo and thick disc F- and
G-dwarfs (Reddy, Lambert & Allende Prieto 2006) between [Fe/H]
= 0 and −1. The linear fits were fixed to the solar value, i.e. [X/Fe]
= 0 at [Fe/H] = 0, and below [Fe/H] = −1 a plateau was assumed.
The values for the noble gases were adopted from the GCE models
of Kobayashi et al. (2006). This α-enhancement gives an Fe/Z ratio
for [Fe/H] ≤ −1, which is a factor of 4.6 lower than at solar Z. All
other elements were scaled from the solar composition.
As standard initial rotation rate 40 per cent of critical velocity
(υ ini/υcrit = 0.4) was used. For 15–25 M stars at solar Z, it cor-
responds to an average equatorial rotation velocity on the main
MNRAS 456, 1803–1825 (2016)
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sequence 〈υ〉MS = 200–220 km s−1. This is slightly lower than the
peak of the velocity distribution, at υMW, peak = 225 km s−1, found
for O- and B-type stars in the Milky Way (Dufton et al. 2006; Hunter
et al. 2009). Due to their low metal content, low-Z massive stars are
more compact and have a higher surface velocity than their equiv-
alents found in the Milky Way. With υ ini/υcrit = constant, 〈υ〉MS
increases with decreasing Z up to about 400 km s−1. This view of
faster rotating massive stars at low Z is supported by observations
of an increasing Be/B-type star ratio with decreasing metallicity
(Maeder, Grebel & Mermilliod 1999; Martayan et al. 2007), by
faster rotating massive stars in the SMC compared to the Milky
Way (Hunter et al. 2008) and hydrodynamic models of the first
generation of stars (Stacy, Bromm & Loeb 2011). Thus, υ ini/υcrit
being constant is a conservative choice and might turn out to be too
slow to reproduce the peak velocity of the velocity distribution at
low Z, which is unknown. We assess the possible impact of faster
rotation at low Z by models C25s5 and D25s6 with υ ini/υcrit = 0.5
and 0.6, respectively.
More details about the models, a script to fit reaction rates in the
REACLIB format and a script to generate initial abundance sets for
a given metallicity are available upon request and are described in
Frischknecht (2012).
2.2 Yield calculations
In this work, a complete list of pre-supernova (pre-SN) yields is
determined. The total pre-SN yields include a wind and a supernova-
progenitor contribution. The pre-SN yield of a nucleus i is the net
amount produced of it in M and can easily be calculated by
mi =
M∗∫
Mrem
(Xi(M) − Xi,0)dM
+
τ∫
0
˙M(t)(Xi,s(t) − Xi,0)dt, (1)
where M∗ is the stellar mass before the explosion, Xi(M) the mass
fraction of nucleus i at Lagrangian mass coordinate M, Xi, 0 the
initial mass fraction, Xi, s the surface mass fraction and ˙M the mass-
loss rate. The first term on the left-hand side describes the mass
produced or destroyed in the supernova-progenitor and the second
term describes what is ejected by the wind. The remnant mass
Mrem was derived from the relation of Mrem to MCO, which was
originally established in Maeder (1992). MCO is the carbon–oxygen
core mass determined as the part of the star for which the 4He
mass fraction is below 10−2. Both, Mrem and MCO, are listed in
Table 2 in units of M, as well as the final mass, Mfin, the mass
coordinate for which X(4He) > 0.75, Mα , the maximal extension of
the convective He-core MmaxHe and the maximal mass of convective
C-burning shell MmaxC . The latter is given because this is the maximal
mass coordinate at which the s-process produced in the C-shell can
be mixed outwards.
The time-scales of C-burning and later evolutionary stages are
much shorter than those of H- and He-burning stages. Our models
were calculated at least up to the onset of O-burning; hence, the wind
contribution in equation (1) is fully determined by our models. The
pre-SN term in equation (1) was calculated from the final profile
during O-burning. Changes in the chemical profile during the final
phase appear only in the innermost part of the star. We compared our
models with Hirschi, Meynet & Maeder (2004) and even though our
models do not use exactly the same mixing and wind prescription,
Table 2. Final total mass and different core masses of the models
Model Mfin Mα MmaxHe MmaxC MCO Marem
A15s0 13.01 4.27 2.24 2.19 2.35 1.49
A15s4 10.43 5.81 3.39 2.75 3.33 1.74
B15s0 14.80 4.74 2.60 2.33 2.62 1.56
B15s4 13.84 6.03 3.52 2.54 3.44 1.77
C15s0 14.99 4.54 2.41 2.02 2.49 1.52
C15s4 14.84 5.70 3.41 2.06 3.34 1.74
A20s0 9.02 6.17 3.84 3.23 3.76 1.85
A20s4 7.92 7.88 5.36 3.41 5.13 2.20
B20s0 19.85 6.65 4.15 3.75 4.11 1.94
B20s4 10.91 8.16 5.41 4.35 5.22 2.22
C20s0 20.00 6.26 3.93 3.54 3.88 1.88
C20s4 17.01 8.10 5.36 3.82 5.18 2.21
A25s0 10.86 8.23 5.74 4.87 5.53 2.30
A25s4 10.04 9.99 7.40 5.97 6.97 2.66
B25s0 24.73 8.63 5.92 4.97 5.79 2.36
B25s4 14.32 10.96 7.93 6.62 7.56 2.81
C25s0 25.00 8.03 5.61 4.47 5.57 2.31
C25s4 24.34 10.69 7.63 5.07 7.33 2.75
C25s4bb 24.34 10.69 7.65 6.33 7.25 2.73
C25s5 24.72 10.49 7.38 5.59 7.08 2.69
C25s5bb 24.38 10.49 7.37 5.10 7.12 2.70
D25s0 25.00 7.39 5.72 4.09 5.56 2.31
D25s4 25.00 8.77 5.78 4.97 5.61 2.32
D25s4bb 25.00 8.77 5.80 4.49 5.56 2.31
D25s6 24.81 9.72 6.53 3.92 6.19 2.46
D25s6bb 24.81 9.71 6.52 4.27 6.29 2.49
A40s4 19.01 19.01c 15.23 14.10 15.04 4.65
B40s4 25.15 19.30 15.40 13.90 14.76 4.57
C40s4 38.49 19.18 14.70 6.51 14.08 4.36
Notes. aMrem is estimated following the relation established in Maeder
(1992).
bModels calculated with a lower 17O(α, γ ), see Section 2.1 for details.
cThis star ends its life as WR star and as a consequence Mα = Mfin.
the lower boundary and the extension of the C-shell as well as the
size of convective core during O-burning are similar. We therefore
know that our models would evolve in a similar way as the one of
Hirschi et al. (2004), up to the onset of core collapse. In this case,
we expect only a weak modification of the yields for the 15 M
star. Thus, we are confident that running the models only up to O-
burning is sufficient for a good approximation of the pre-explosive
yields.
The yields from the SN progenitor are modified by explosive
nucleosynthesis activated by SN shock (e.g. Thielemann, Nomoto
& Hashimoto 1996). The total yields of s-process nuclei are not
strongly modified by the explosion (e.g. Tur, Heger & Austin 2009).
Therefore, the yields calculated here can be taken as a good esti-
mate and are well suited to investigate the galactic chemical en-
richment in s-process nuclei and light nuclei by massive rotating
stars.
We calculated the yields separately for core He-, shell He- and
shell C-burning to distinguish between these three contributions to
the s-process production. For this purpose, we calculated the yields
both at the end of core He-burning (He-core contribution) and at the
pre-SN stage considering only the material above the final mass cut,
Mr > Mrem, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The separate contributions from
shell He- and shell C-burning are obtained by splitting the pre-SN
yields into two parts at mass MC−He (red horizontal line in Fig. 1).
20Ne is a C-burning product and its abundance drop at the outer
MNRAS 456, 1803–1825 (2016)
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Figure 1. Kippenhahn diagram of 25 M star with Z = Z and no rotation
(A25s0), to illustrate the MC−He (red horizontal line). The shaded areas show
the mass ending up inside Mrem. The red vertical line marks the point in the
stellar life where the core He s-process yields are calculated.
boundary of the C-burning shell was chosen to determine MmaxC ,
and finally we set MC−He = MmaxC + 0.01.
Besides the yields, the production factors, f, will be used in the
subsequent discussion. The production factor of an isotope i is
defined as
fi = mi,eject
mi,ini
= mi + mi,ini
mi,ini
,
with mi the total yield from equation (1), mi, eject the ejected mass
and mi, ini the initial mass of nucleus i in the star. The production
factor quantifies if a star is a strong producer of an element or not.
The yields are available on http://www.astro.keele.ac.uk/
shyne/datasets.
3 ROTAT I O N - I N D U C E D M I X I N G A N D
P RO D U C T I O N O F PR I M A RY 22N E A N D 14N
Meynet & Maeder (2002a,b) and Hirschi (2007) find that rotat-
ing stars produce important amounts of primary 14N and 22Ne via
rotation-induced mixing. The production of these nuclei originates
from the transport of matter between the He-burning core and the
H-burning shell. If the He-burning products 12C and 16O reach the
proton-rich layers, they are burnt immediately into 14N via the CNO
cycle. An 14N-rich zone is produced in this way at the lower edge
of the H-burning shell as shown in Fig. 2. Some of this nitrogen is
transported back into the He-burning core, where it is further trans-
formed into 22Ne via two α-captures. In this section, we attempt
to answer the following questions: Under which conditions is the
transport of chemical elements efficient? How much 22Ne and 14N
is produced in massive stars?
3.1 Helium core burning
The transport of chemical elements is illustrated for the 25 M
model with rotation at Z = 10−5 in Fig. 2, which shows the abun-
Figure 2. Abundance profiles of the main light isotopes during central
He-burning (Xc(He) ≈ 0.08) for the 25 M model with rotation and Z =
10−5 (C25S4). The convective He-burning core extends from the centre
to about Mr = 7.5 M (flat abundance profiles). The bottom of hydrogen
shell burning is just above 10 M (sudden drop of hydrogen abundance).
Rotation-induced mixing brings freshly produced 12C and 16O from the core
into contact with the hydrogen burning shell, where a peak a primary nitro-
gen (14N) develops. Further mixing (both convective and rotation-induced)
brings the primary nitrogen down into the He-burning core where it is trans-
formed into 22Ne, leading to primary production of both 14N and 22Ne.
dance profiles in this model during core He-burning. The rotation-
induced mixing, which leads to the production of primary 14N and
22Ne, occurs in the region above the convective He-core (Mr ≈
7.5–10.5 M). The core itself is identifiable by the flat abundance
profile between Mr = 0 and 7.5 M. Differential rotation develops
between the convective He-core and H-shell mainly because of the
core contraction and envelope expansion at the end of the main
sequence. The differential rotation induces secular shear mixing in
this radiative zone, in which no mixing would take place in non-
rotating models. Shear mixing, a diffusive process, brings primary
12C and 16O (blue dashed and black continuous lines) into contact
with the H-burning layer and creates an 14N-pocket (Mr ≈ 7.5–
10.5 M) via the CNO cycle as explained above. In our models,
the transport of 14N back to the centre is mainly due to the growth
of the convective core, incorporating parts of the 14N-pocket. In-
deed, the diffusive transport is not fast enough to produce an 22Ne
mass fraction, X(22Ne), of 10−3–10−2 in the core, necessary to boost
the s-process significantly.
Secular shear is the main mechanism for the transport between
He-core and H-envelope. The diffusion coefficient, Dshear, used in
the models presented here is the coefficient of Talon & Zahn (1997)
and is given by
Dshear = (K + Dh)[
ϕ
δ
∇μ(1 + KDh ) + (∇ad − ∇rad)
]
×αHp
gδ
(
9π
32
	
d ln 	
d ln r
)2
.
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1808 U. Frischknecht et al.
Figure 3. Diffusion coefficient profiles on the left-hand side and abundance profiles on the right-hand side during central He-burning, when a convective
H-shell is present, inside the 25 M star with rotation at Z = 10−3 (B25S4). The shear diffusion coefficient (red continuous line) is responsible for the mixing
between He-core and H-shell. The convective regions are represented by the grey shaded areas.
Figure 4. Diffusion coefficient profiles on the left-hand side and abundance profiles on the right-hand side during central He-burning, when a retracting
convective H-shell is present, inside the 25 M star with rotation at Z = 10−3 (B25S4). The shear diffusion coefficient (red continuous line) describes the
mixing between He-core and H-shell. The convective regions are represented by the grey shaded areas.
Naturally, high 	-gradient and 	 favour shear. The presence of
a mean molecular weight gradient, ∇μ, on the other hand, has a
stabilizing effect on shear mixing. Such a ∇μ is present between
H-burning shell and He-rich core and is most prominent at the
lower edge of the H-burning zone. Using the formula of Talon &
Zahn (1997), Dshear is lowered most efficiently where the thermal
diffusivity, K, is larger than the horizontal turbulence, Dh (K > Dh).
In our models, just above the convective He-core, where K/Dh has
typical values between 10 and 100, and where ∇μ is highest, the
term including ∇μ reaches values up to 103, which shows the strong
inhibiting effect of μ-gradients on mixing. This can also be seen
on the left-hand side in Figs 3, 4 and 5 at Mr ≈ 5–10 M, where
K is the black dotted line and Dh is the blue dash–dotted line. The
K/Dh ratio does not change significantly in the relevant regions in
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s-process production in rotating massive stars 1809
Figure 5. Diffusion coefficient profiles on the left-hand side and abundance profiles on the right-hand side during central He-burning, when no convective
H-shell is present, inside the 25 M star with rotation at Z = 10−3 (B25S4). The shear diffusion coefficient (red continuous line) describes the mixing between
He-core and H-shell. The convective core is represented by the grey shaded areas.
the course of central He-burning. Regions of strong μ-gradients
can be identified by steep slopes in the abundance of hydrogen
and carbon on the right-hand side of these figures as discussed
below. There are other formulae for shear mixing, which might
lead to different mixing efficiencies. For example, in the formula
of Maeder (1997) for Dshear, the prefactor (1 + KDh ) is not present
and the inhibiting effect of the μ-gradient is weaker, which means
that the shear mixing would be stronger had we used that formula.
If the Tayler–Spruit dynamo due to magnetic fields were considered
as in for example Heger, Woosley & Spruit (2005), mixing would
also be stronger and often leads to a quasi-homogeneous chemical
evolution of rotating low-Z stars (Yoon, Langer & Norman 2006).
The mixing considered in this study is thus conservative and mixing
could be stronger.
In the grid of models including the effects of rotation that we
have calculated, there are three different configurations of the stellar
structure that may occur during central He-burning. These cases are
illustrated with the help of three evolutionary snapshots of a rotating
25 M Z = 10−3 star during central He-burning.
(i) Case (a): in the first configuration, shown in Fig. 3, the convec-
tive H-burning shell (Mr ≈ 9–13 M) rotates considerably slower
than the regions below (the angular velocity 	 profile is plotted as
an orange dashed line on the left-hand side). The steep gradient of
	 at the lower boundary of the convective shell compensates for the
inhibiting effect of ∇μ, which is strongest just below the convective
shell where the gradient of hydrogen abundance is very steep. In
this configuration, Dshear has values between 104 and 107 cm2 s−1
throughout the radiative region between the convective He-core
and the H-shell zones, facilitating a strong production of primary
nitrogen.
(ii) Case (b): this configuration shown in Fig. 4 is very similar
to case (a), i.e. there is a convective H-burning shell but with the
important difference that the convective H-shell is moving away
from its lowest mass coordinate. The upward migration of the lower
boundary leaves a shallow 	-gradient behind, at Mr ≈ 9.5 M on
the left-hand side in Fig. 4. In this case, the steep 	-gradient and
the μ-gradient do not coincide, and a region with low values of
Dshear develops, i.e. Dshear between 10 and 104 cm2 s−1. The mixing
across the bottom of the convective shell is thus less efficient and
abundance gradients are steeper below the convective shell (just
below 10 M in the right-hand panel of Fig. 4)
(iii) Case (c), shown in Fig. 5, is the case with no convective
zone in the H-rich layers and only a moderate 	-gradient across
the H-burning shell. At the mass coordinate, where abundance gra-
dients are steepest (at 10 M in the right-hand panel of Fig. 5),
the shear diffusion coefficient is weakest, with Dshear between 1
and 103 cm2 s−1. During helium burning, case (c) may follow case
(b). In this situation, the 	-gradient is even lower at the bottom of
the H-burning shell and Dshear has the lowest values. If there is no
convective H-burning shell, then case (c) is the only case the model
goes through.
The rotating solar metallicity 15, 20 and 25 M models, as well
as the 15 M with sub-solar Z, do not develop a convective zone
at the inner edge of the hydrogen-rich layers during central He-
burning. Thus, mixing in these models corresponds to case (c).
The rotating sub-solar Z models with 20, 25 and 40 M, as well
as the 40 M Z = Z model, develop before the start of central
He-burning a convective H-shell where the H-shell burning occurs.
It shrinks and retreats when the convective He-core grows. These
models follow therefore the sequence: (a)-(b)-(c), but with a basic
difference between the models at Z = 10−5 and those at higher
metallicity. While the latter develop case (b) with a very low Dshear
as soon as the convective shell starts to shrink, the former show
strong angular momentum transport at the steep 	-gradient, which
is fast enough to follow the retreating convective zone and there-
fore develops rather a hybrid case between (a) and (b) when the
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Table 3. 14N and 22Ne production and destruction. See the text for explanations.
Model 
X(22Ne)a Xr(22Ne)a Xshell(22Ne)a m(22Ne)a m(14N)a
(M) (M)
A15s0 3.06(−3) 9.70(−3) 9.23(−3) 9.11(−3) 3.19(−2)
A15s4 5.59(−3) 7.42(−3) 1.38(−2) 2.78(−2) 2.63(−2)
B15s0 3.54(−4) 8.02(−4) 9.24(−4) 1.28(−3) 2.91(−3)
B15s4 9.37(−4) 1.02(−3) 7.34(−3) 1.49(−2) 7.17(−3)
C15s0 3.75(−6) 7.70(−6) 1.02(−5) 6.42(−5) 4.77(−5)
C15s4 4.84(−4) 3.92(−4) 7.55(−3) 1.39(−2) 5.25(−3)
A20s0 5.34(−3) 7.43(−3) 1.14(−2) 2.50(−2) 3.76(−2)
A20s4 7.23(−3) 5.03(−3) 1.99(−2) 4.99(−2) 3.72(−2)
B20s0 6.16(−4) 5.46(−4) 1.15(−3) 2.68(−3) 4.06(−3)
B20s4 3.49(−3) 1.14(−3) 3.20(−2) 7.59(−2) 9.39(−3)
C20s0 5.66(−6) 5.74(−6) 1.32(−5) 1.21(−4) 5.80(−5)
C20s4 1.52(−3) 4.62(−4) 1.67(−2) 4.09(−2) 4.04(−3)
A25s0 7.68(−3) 5.10(−3) 1.27(−2) 3.39(−2) 4.76(−2)
A25s4 9.69(−3) 3.28(−3) 1.56(−2) 4.06(−2) 4.95(−2)
B25s0 7.52(−4) 4.16(−4) 1.15(−3) 3.36(−3) 5.90(−3)
B25s4 4.08(−3) 6.22(−4) 1.99(−2) 6.72(−2) 8.47(−3)
C25s0 7.21(−6) 4.14(−6) 1.13(−5) 2.38(−4) 9.38(−5)
C25s4 1.23(−3) 1.69(−4) 1.15(−2) 3.61(−2) 1.85(−3)
C25s4bb 1.27(−3) 1.82(−4) 1.17(−2) 3.49(−2) 9.33(−4)
C25s5 3.83(−3) 4.94(−4) 1.59(−2) 4.80(−2) 2.07(−3)
C25s5bb 3.75(−3) 4.85(−4) 1.61(−2) 4.81(−2) 1.99(−3)
D25s0 8.28(−7) 4.67(−7) 3.09(−7) 1.63(−4) 1.80(−5)
D25s4 1.05(−4) 3.81(−5) 1.46(−2) 3.81(−2) 1.10(−2)
D25s4bb 1.06(−4) 3.96(−5) 1.45(−2) 3.71(−2) 1.11(−2)
D25s6 4.57(−3) 2.68(−4) 1.95(−2) 5.52(−2) 3.43(−3)
D25s6bb 4.44(−3) 3.11(−4) 2.00(−2) 5.56(−2) 3.48(−3)
A40s4 1.23(−2) 5.29(−4) 1.21(−2) 3.34(−2) 2.23(−2)
B40s4 3.31(−3) 1.06(−4) 2.08(−2) 7.99(−2) 1.84(−2)
C40s4 2.70(−3) 1.93(−5) 8.75(−3) 3.21(−2) 2.07(−3)
Notes. aValues in parentheses are the exponents (x(y) = x × 10y).
bThis model was calculated with the same initial parameters as the model, on the line above, but with the 17O(α,
γ ) reaction rate of CF88 divided by 10.
convective shell shrinks. The mixing is thus strongest in Z = 10−5
models, followed by sub-solar Z models with 20, 25 and 40 M
and the 40 M Z = Z model, and finally followed by the Z 15,
20 and 25 M models and the sub-solar 15 M models. To ensure
that the mixing does not depend strongly on our choice of resolution
parameters, a 25 M Z = 10−3 rotating model was performed with
a much higher resolution, i.e. doubled resolution in the He-core1
and five times the resolution in the radiative layers between the con-
vective core and H-burning shell.2 The model with higher resolution
had a smoother growth of the convective core but it did not affect
the 14N and 22Ne production strongly. For example, the mass frac-
tions 
X(22Ne) of burned 22Ne during central He-burning decreased
only by 2.5 per cent in the high-resolution model compared to the
standard resolution. The mass fraction Xshell(22Ne) of 22Ne in the
He-shell at the pre-SN stage differed by 22 per cent (lower): X(22Ne)
= 0.0246 and 0.0314, for the high- and the default-resolution model,
respectively. The slight decrease of transport efficiency when using
a higher resolution therefore does not change the s-process and only
1 The critical value of the luminosity gradient 
Lcrit, used to split a mass
shell when 
L > 
Lcrit, was reduced by a factor of 2.
2 The critical values of the mass fraction gradients of carbon and helium,

Xcrit(12C) and 
Xcrit(4He), used to split a mass shell when 
X(12C) >

Xcrit(12C) or 
X(4He) > 
Xcrit(4He), were reduced by a factor of 5.
moderately lower the yields of 14N and 22Ne. These differences due
to resolution are very small compared to the differences between
non-rotating and rotating models (see Table 3).
Since 22Ne is produced and destroyed at the same time in rotating
stars, we derived the amount of 22Ne burned during central He-
burning from the sum of the 25Mg and 26Mg produced during this
stage.
In Table 3, the mass fractions 
X(22Ne) of burned 22Ne during
central He-burning, Xr(22Ne) of remaining 22Ne after He-burning,
Xshell(22Ne) of 22Ne in the He-shell at the pre-SN stage, and the
yields of 22Ne and 14N are tabulated for all models. 
X(22Ne) is
the 22Ne destroyed mainly by the (n,γ ) and α-capture channels,
where the (α,n) channel is the s-process neutron source in He-
burning. Xr(22Ne) is the 22Ne left in the He-core ashes, and it will be
destroyed mostly by the (p,γ ) and (α,n) channels during C-burning
(e.g. Pignatari et al. 2010).
We can see from Table 3 (
X(22Ne, burned)) that rotating mod-
els at all metallicities produce and burn significant amounts of
22Ne, confirming the results of previous studies (Meynet et al.
2006; Hirschi 2007). At solar metallicity, 22Ne is predominantly
secondary. At low metallicities, in the models including rotation,
mixing is strong enough to produce a pocket of primary 14N above
the convective core, which is then converted to primary 22Ne. The
amount of primary 22Ne in the convective He-core at the end of He-
burning, when s-process is activated, is between 0.1 and 1 per cent
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in mass fractions. Considering a constant value of υ ini/υcrit = 0.4 at
all metallicities, the primary 22Ne in the He-core decreases slightly
with decreasing metallicity. There is, however, theoretical and ob-
servational support to consider a slight increase of υ ini/υcrit with
decreasing metallicity as discussed in the previous section. We thus
also computed models with 25 M and υ ini/υcrit = 0.4 at Z =
Z and 10−3, υ ini/υcrit = 0.5 at Z = 10−5 and υ ini/υcrit = 0.6 at
Z = 10−7, which correspond to a slight increase of υ ini/υcrit with
decreasing metallicity. Considering a slightly increasing initial ro-
tation rate with decreasing metallicity, rotating models produce and
burn a constant quantity of 22Ne, around 0.5 per cent in mass frac-
tion, almost independent of the initial metallicity. These results
show that significant amounts of 22Ne are expected to be produced
in massive rotating stars over the entire range of masses and all
metallicities.
3.2 Helium shell burning
The convective He-shell, which follows on the 14N-rich zone, trans-
forms most of this 14N into 22Ne. While the 22Ne in the He-shell
of non-rotating model is purely secondary, in rotating models it is
primary at the pre-SN stage and almost independent of metallicity.
The 22Ne is only partially destroyed during the He-shell burning
and there is a mass fraction of X(22Ne) between 0.7 and 3.2 per cent
in the He layers at the pre-SN stage. This is relevant for explosive
neutron capture nucleosynthesis in He-shell layers. This site was in-
vestigated by Blake & Schramm (1976), Truran, Cowan & Cameron
(1978) and Thielemann, Arnould & Hillebrandt (1979) as a possible
r-process scenario, but later on found to be unlikely (Blake et al.
1981). Instead, the explosive shell He-burning in core-collapse su-
pernovae is hosting the n-process (e.g. Blake & Schramm 1976),
with typical abundance signatures identified in presolar silicon-
carbide grains of type X (e.g. Meyer, Clayton & The 2000; Zinner
2014). It will be worthwhile to explore in the future the impact of
these large amounts of primary 22Ne produced in rotating models
at all Z, for explosive neutron capture nucleosynthesis.
3.3 Carbon shell burning
Carbon shell burning is the second efficient s-process production
site inside massive stars at solar metallicity (e.g. Raiteri et al. 1991b;
Rauscher et al. 2002; The, El Eid & Meyer 2007; Pignatari et al.
2010). One could think of rotation-induced mixing appearing in the
same way as in He-burning, mixing down some of the primary 22Ne
into the C-shell and boosting the s-process. However, the time-
scale of the secular shear mixing, which is still present between
convective He- and C-shells, is of the same order as during central
He-burning. On the other hand, the burning time-scales of Ne, O
and Si burning are at least five to six orders of magnitude smaller
than the one of He-burning. This implies that the 22Ne available
to make neutrons via the 22Ne(α,n) reaction in the convective C-
burning shell is what is left in the ashes of the previous convective
He-core, like in non-rotating models.
Rotation, however, affects the CO-core sizes and the 12C/16O ratio
after He-burning (e.g. Hirschi et al. 2004). This will indirectly affect
all subsequent burning phases and their heavy element production.
4 STA N DA R D W E A K s-PRO CESS IN STARS
In Table 4, several characteristic quantities for s-process in He-
burning are presented. Note that some of these quantities are av-
eraged quantities over the convective core and integrated over the
helium-burning phase, encompassing in one number complex pro-
cesses varying both in space and in time. These quantities are useful
in the sense that they allow through a unique number to see the im-
portance of different phases, and also to compare the outputs of
different models.
In a one-zone model, a useful quantity is the neutron exposure
defined as
τ =
∫ tend−He
tini−He
υTnndt, (2)
where tini−He and tend−He are the age of the star at the beginning and
the end of the core He-burning phase, respectively, nn the neutron
density and υT the thermal velocity, vT =
√
2kT /mn with kT =
30 keV. The value of 30 keV is typical of the conditions at the end
of the core He-burning phase.
In multiple-zone simulations, as in stellar models, the neutron
number density, nn, varies with time and the mass coordinate in the
star. For the investigation of s-process in convective zones, one can
define a mean or effective neutron exposure
〈τ 〉 =
∫
〈nn (t)〉vTdt . (3)
In equation (3), 〈nn(t)〉 is an average over the convective core. Such
a global quantity has to be interpreted with caution since in real-
ity the neutrons are captured locally during core He-burning, near
the centre of the star and later the s-process products are mixed
outwards.
Another characteristic s-process quantity is the average number
of neutron captures per iron (Z = 26) seed (e.g. Ka¨ppeler et al.
1990)
nc =
209∑
A=56
(A − 56) (Y (A) − Y0(A))
∑
Z=26
Y0(A)
, (4)
where Y(A) and Y0(A) are the final and the initial number abundance,
respectively, of a nucleus with nuclear mass number A. Additionally,
the core-averaged (n¯n,max) and central (nn,c,max) peak neutron density,
the amount of 22Ne burnt during He-burning (
X(22Ne)) and the
amount of 22Ne left in the centre at core He exhaustion (Xr(22Ne))
are tabulated.
4.1 He-core burning
Let us begin by discussing the solar metallicity models. Due to 14N
transformation at the beginning of the core He-burning phase, all
models had initially in the He-core3 about X(22Ne) = 1.3 × 10−2.
The abundance of 22Ne will not change during a large fraction
of the core He-burning phase. Only close to the end of central
He-burning, part of the 22Ne will be transformed into 25Mg and
26Mg. When the temperatures for an efficient activation of 22Ne(α,
n)25Mg are reached, some 22Ne has already been destroyed by the
(α, γ )26Mg reaction. More quantitatively, when T8 ≈ 2.8 is reached
(temperature, at which the (α, n) channel starts to dominate), only
X(22Ne) = 10−2, 6.8 × 10−3, 5.7 × 10−3 and 5.0 × 10−3 is left in
models A15s0, A25s0, A25s4 and A40s4, respectively.
Important well-known aspects of the s-process during core He-
burning are the following.
3 i.e. before 22Ne is destroyed by the two reactions 22Ne(α, n) and
22Ne(α, γ ).
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Table 4. s-process parameters at central He exhaustion.
Modela τ cb 〈τ 〉c ncd n¯en,max nn,c,maxf,g 
X(22Ne)g Xr(22Ne)g
(mb−1) (10−1 mb−1) (cm−3) (cm−3)
A15s0 1.52 0.581 0.77 3.04(5) 6.58(6) 3.06(−3) 9.70(−3)
A15s4 2.93 1.02 1.60 4.65(5) 1.17(7) 5.59(−3) 7.42(−3)
B15s0 0.883 0.427 0.53 2.32(5) 4.32(6) 3.54(−4) 8.02(−4)
B15s4 3.06 1.51 2.55 5.18(5) 1.07(7) 9.37(−4) 1.02(−3)
C15s0 0.0157 0.0561 0.04 2.85(3) 5.59(4) 3.75(−6) 7.70(−6)
C15s4 2.21 1.07 2.18 3.38(5) 7.33(6) 4.84(−4) 3.92(−4)
A20s0 2.97 0.971 1.52 5.17(5) 1.22(7) 5.34(−3) 7.43(−3)
A20s4 4.66 1.43 2.57 5.89(5) 1.54(7) 7.23(−3) 5.03(−3)
B20s0 1.88 0.761 1.13 4.11(5) 9.10(6) 6.16(−4) 5.46(−4)
B20s4 9.73 4.07 9.85 8.73(5) 2.22(7) 3.49(−3) 1.14(−3)
C20s0 0.0286 0.0401 0.05 6.00(3) 1.31(5) 5.66(−6) 5.74(−6)
C20s4 6.55 2.80 5.87 6.84(5) 1.69(7) 1.52(−3) 4.62(−4)
A25s0 4.42 1.33 2.42 5.85(5) 1.56(7) 7.68(−3) 5.10(−3)
A25s4 5.63 1.60 3.13 5.98(5) 1.72(7) 9.69(−3) 3.28(−3)
B25s0 2.65 0.970 1.64 4.99(5) 1.20(7) 7.52(−4) 4.16(−4)
B25s4 12.1 4.80 12.7 8.03(5) 2.31(7) 4.08(−3) 6.22(−4)
C25s0 0.0466 0.0829 0.08 9.36(3) 2.13(5) 7.21(−6) 4.14(−6)
C25s4 6.73 2.94 5.77 5.77(5) 1.53(7) 1.23(−3) 1.69(−4)
C25s4bh 16.4 7.15 23.1 8.02(5) 2.10(7) 1.27(−3) 1.82(−4)
C25s5 13.5 5.73 16.5 8.27(5) 2.26(7) 3.83(−3) 4.94(−4)
C25s5bh 20.3 8.67 31.8 1.01(6) 2.74(7) 3.75(−3) 4.85(−4)
D25s0 0.166 0.0866 6.31 9.61(2) 2.24(4) 8.28(−7) 4.67(−7)
D25s4 0.804 0.354 14.0 1.39(5) 3.38(6) 1.05(−4) 3.81(−5)
D25s4bh 2.29 1.048 16.5 3.85(5) 8.60(6) 1.06(−4) 3.96(−5)
D25s6 19.2 7.78 33.5 6.77(5) 2.03(7) 4.57(−3) 2.68(−4)
D25s6bh 24.6 10.0 48.5 9.77(5) 2.76(7) 4.44(−3) 3.11(−4)
A40s4 7.76 2.00 4.05 3.77(5) 1.42(7) 1.23(−2) 5.29(−4)
B40s4 12.1 4.12 10.6 6.38(5) 2.13(7) 3.31(−3) 1.06(−4)
C40s4 11.6 4.67 10.4 6.12(5) 1.97(7) 2.70(−3) 1.93(−5)
Notes. aThe A-series models have metallicity of Z = Z, B-series Z = 10−1, C-series Z = 10−5 and D-series Z = 10−7.
bCentral neutron exposure calculated according to equation (2).
cNeutron exposure averaged over He-core (see equation 3).
dNumber of neutron captures per seed calculated according to equation (4), averaged over the He-core mass.
eMaximum of the mean neutron density.
fMaximum of the central neutron density.
gValues in parentheses are the exponents (x(y) = x × 10y).
hThis model was calculated with the same initial parameters as the model, on the line above, but with 17O(α, γ ) reaction rate of CF88 divided by 10.
(i) Because only a small helium mass fraction, X(4He), is left
when 22Ne+α is activated (less than 10 per cent in mass fraction),
the competition with other α-captures as the 12C(α, γ ) and 3α is
essential at the end of He-burning and will affect the s-process
efficiency in core He-burning.
(ii) The low amount of X(4He), when the neutron source is acti-
vated, means also that not all of 22Ne is burned and a part of it will
be left for subsequent C-burning phase. This depends on the stellar
core size. The more massive the core, the more 22Ne is burned and
the more efficient is the s-process in core He-burning, as can be seen
from the increasing number of neutron captures per seed nc from
0.77, 2.42, 3.13 and 4.05 for the four models mentioned before,
which have MCO of 2.35, 5.53, 6.97 and 15.04 M, respectively
(see Table 2). This is a well-known behaviour already found in pre-
vious works (Prantzos et al. 1990; Baraffe et al. 1992; Baraffe &
Takahashi 1993; Rayet & Hashimoto 2000; The et al. 2000, 2007;
Pumo et al. 2010).
(iii) During the late He-burning stages, the bulk of the core matter
consists of 12C and 16O, which are both strong neutron absorbers.
They capture neutrons to produce 13C and 17O, respectively. 13C
will immediately recycle neutrons via 13C(α, n) in He-burning con-
ditions. Instead, we have seen that the relevance of 16O as a neutron
poison depends on the 17O(α, γ ) and 17O(α, n) rates. In particular,
the strength of primary neutron poisons like 16O increases towards
lower metallicities, because of the decreasing ratio of seeds to neu-
tron poisons.
The s-process production in the non-rotating models is shown in
Figs 6 (Z = Z), 7 (Z = 10−3), 8 (Z = 10−5) and 9 (Z = 10−7).
In combination with the values given in Table 4, we can see that
the models confirm the trends expected for the s-process in non-
rotating massive stars, which we will call the standard s-process
in the rest of this paper. The production of nuclei between A =
60 and 90 decreases with decreasing metallicity and mass. The
decreasing production with decreasing metallicity is due to the sec-
ondary nature of both the neutron source (22Ne(α, n)25Mg) and the
seeds (mainly iron; see e.g. Prantzos, Hashimoto & Nomoto 1990;
Raiteri, Gallino & Busso 1992; Pignatari & Gallino 2008). During
helium burning, the neutron poisons are a mixture of secondary
(mainly 20Ne, 22Ne and 25Mg) and primary (mainly 16O) elements.
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s-process production in rotating massive stars 1813
Figure 6. Isotopic overproduction factors (abundances over initial abundances) of 25 M models with solar metallicity after He exhaustion. The rotating
model (A25s4, circles) has slightly higher factors than the non-rotating model (A25s0, diamonds).
Figure 7. Isotopic abundances normalized to solar abundances of 25 M models with Z = 10−3 after He exhaustion. The rotating model (B25s4, circles) has
higher factors than the non-rotating model (B25s0, diamonds).
The s-process production thus becomes negligible below Z/Z =
10−2 (Prantzos et al. 1990), which we confirm with our non-rotating
models at Z = 10−5 and 10−7 (C and D series). The decreasing pro-
duction with decreasing mass is due to the fact that lower mass stars
reach lower temperature at the end of He-burning. Thus, less 22Ne
is burnt during He-burning (see Table 4).
The only model that does not follow this trend is the very low
metallicity model D25s0. It shows a higher s-process efficiency than
C25s0. This model has a smooth transition between central H- and
He-burning. When small fractions of hydrogen are still present in
the core, temperatures of T8 = 1.4 are reached and the 3α-reaction is
already activated. It leads to the immediate transformation of the 12C
produced into 14N by 12C(p, γ )13N(β+)13C(p, γ )14N (Baraffe et al.
1992) and therefore also the consumption of the remaining protons.
In this way, X(22Ne) = 1.2 × 10−6 of primary 22Ne is produced. Still
as for non-rotating Z = 10−5 models, D25s0 produces negligible
amounts of heavy elements. This model shows a behaviour a bit
similar to Pop III (metal-free) stars, which cannot produce enough
energy by the pp-chains and therefore go into a state of combined
hydrogen and weak He-burning, producing non-negligible amounts
of primary 14N as in previous studies (Ekstro¨m et al. 2008; Heger
& Woosley 2010).
4.2 He-shell burning
Shell He-burning, similarly to the other burning shells, appears at
higher temperatures and lower densities than the equivalent central
burning phase. In our models, high-temperature conditions of T8 ≈
3.5–4.5 and ρ ≈ 3–5.5 × 103 g cm−3 cause an efficient 22Ne(α,n)
activation for the s-process in shell He-burning. However, the
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1814 U. Frischknecht et al.
Figure 8. Isotopic abundances normalized to solar abundances of 25 M models with Z = 10−5 after He exhaustion. The rotating model (C25s5, circles) has
much higher factors than the non-rotating model (C25s0, diamonds).
Figure 9. Isotopic abundances normalized to solar abundances of 25 M models with Z = 10−7 after He exhaustion. The rotating model (D25s6, circles) has
slightly higher factors than the non-rotating model (D25s0, diamonds).
highest neutron densities are reached in all our models only in
the layers below the convective shell helium burning. Therefore,
only a narrow mass range, extending over about 0.2 M in non-
rotating models, at the bottom of the He-shell is strongly affected by
neutron capture nucleosynthesis. The contribution of the s-process
in the He-shell amounts to at most ∼5 per cent of the total s-process
yields for the solar metallicity 25 M model. For less massive stars,
the He-shell gains more weight and produces in 15 M models with
rotation up to 50 per cent of the total s-process rich SN ejecta. Thus,
according to our models for the 15–20 M stars, the He-shell s-
process contribution has to be considered (see also Tur et al. 2009).
4.3 C-shell burning
Shell C-burning occurs in the CO-core (see Table 2) after central C-
burning. Temperatures and densities at the start of C-shell burning
show the same trend with stellar mass as the core burning conditions,
i.e. the temperature increases and the density decreases with stellar
mass. They vary between T9 ≈ 0.8, ρ ≈ 2 × 105 g cm−3 in 15 M
models and T9 ≈ 1.3, ρ ≈ 8 × 104 g cm−3 in 40 M models.
These temperatures are higher than in the central C-burning, where
T9 = 0.6–0.8.
The efficiency of the s-process mainly depends on the remaining
iron seeds and 22Ne left after He-burning, Xr(22Ne), in the CO-core.
All the remaining 22Ne is burned quickly with maximal neutron
densities between 6 × 109 and 1012 cm−3, for the two extremes
in models B15s4 and A40s4, respectively. The time-scale of this
s-process is in our models of the order of a few tens of years in
15 M stars to a few tenth of a year in 40 M.
A striking difference between the s-process in the He-shell and
in the C-shell is the neutron density, which is much higher in the
C-shell than in the He-shell. The activation of 22Ne(α, n) at the start
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s-process production in rotating massive stars 1815
Figure 10. Ratio of abundances after shell C-burning to the abundances after core He-burning, XC/XHe, in a non-rotating 25 M star at Z = Z (A25S0). It
illustrates the modification of the abundances by s-process in shell C-burning.
of C-shell burning leads to a short neutron burst with relatively high
neutron densities (typically nn ∼ 1010–1012 cm−3, see The et al.
2000, 2007), compared to He-burning (nn ∼ 105–107 cm−3, see
Table 4 and references above).
This leads to a different s-process nucleosynthesis than during
the He-shell burning. The ratio of abundances after shell C-burning
to the abundances after core He-burning, XC/XHe, is plotted for the
non-rotating 25 M model at Z = Z in Fig. 10. We can see an
overproduction of most isotopes from Zn to Rb. The overproduction
during C-burning shell is also found in models of other initial mass,
which have both
(i) Xr(22Ne)  10−3 and
(ii) X(56Fe)  10−4, at the start of shell C-burning.
Therefore, in these calculations only 15–25 M stars at solar Z
have a strong C-shell contribution in terms of neutron exposure.
In the mass range A = 60–90, there are several branching points
at 63Ni, 79Se and 85Kr, respectively. The high neutron densities
modify the s-process branching ratios, in a way that the neutron
captures on the branching nuclei are favoured over the beta-decay
channel (see e.g. Pignatari et al. 2010, and references therein). As
a consequence of this, isotopic ratios like 63Cu/65Cu, 64Zn/66Zn,
80Kr/82Kr, 79Br/81Br, 85Rb/87Rb and 86Sr/88Sr are lowered. Over-
all, stars with different initial masses show very different final
branching ratios. For instance, stars with 15 M and with 20 M
(without rotation) produce 64Zn, 80Kr, 86Sr in the C-shell, while in
heavier stars these isotopes are reduced compared to the previous
He-core.
The impact of the high neutron densities during C-shell can be
seen in Fig. 10. It causes up to three orders of magnitude overpro-
duction of some r-process nuclei, such as 70Zn, 76Ge, 82Se or 96Zr,
compared to the yields of the ‘slower’ s-process during He-burning.
However, the production of r-only nuclei in carbon burning compen-
sates only the destruction in the He-core s-process when looking at
the final yields. Only for the 40 M model is 96Zr weakly produced.
During C-burning, the main neutron poisons are 16O, 20Ne, 23Na
and 24Mg, which are all primary. Thus, the C-shell contribution to
the s-process will vanish at low metallicities even faster than during
He-burning. In our non-rotating stellar models with Z < Z, the
C-burning shell has a small contribution (<10 per cent).
Many aspects of this phase depend on the rates of a few key
nuclear reactions. First, how the shells proceed depends on whether
central C-burning takes place in a radiative or a convective core. It
is thus sensitive to the C/O ratio in the core after He-burning and
therefore to the 12C(α, γ ) rate. The uncertainty of this rate and its
impact on the stellar structure evolution were studied for example
in Imbriani et al. (2001), El Eid, Meyer & The (2004) and Tur et al.
(2009). In our models, between one and three convective C-burning
shells appear in the course of the evolution. The last shell has a
maximal extension up to Mr = MmaxC (given in Table 2). In most of
the models, a large fraction of the He-burning s-process material
is reprocessed (e.g. Pignatari et al. 2010). Indeed, comparing MmaxC
to MmaxHe in Table 2 shows that only 10–20 per cent of the CO-core
is not reprocessed and keeps the pure signature of the He-burning
s-process.
Secondly, the s-process nucleosynthesis depends on the num-
ber of free α particles present in the shell that can trigger
neutron production by 22Ne(α, n) (Raiteri et al. 1991b) or
13C(α,n) (Bennett et al. 2012; Pignatari et al. 2013). In car-
bon burning, α particles are released by the 12C+12C α-channel.
The following studies by Limongi, Straniero & Chieffi (2000),
Rauscher et al. (2002), The et al. (2007) and Pignatari et al.
(2010) confirmed that 22Ne(α, n) is the only important neu-
tron source in C-shell burning, where the remaining 22Ne left
after central He-burning is consumed in a very short time
(time-scale ∼1 yr). At shell C-burning temperatures (T9 ∼ 1),
the ratio of the 22Ne(α, n) to 22Ne(α, γ ) rates is about 230. In these
conditions, the main competitor is the 22Ne(p, γ ), where protons
are made by the C-fusion channel 12C(12C,p)23Na. Alternatively,
Bennett et al. (2012) and Pignatari et al. (2013) showed that for
12C+12C larger than about a factor of 100 compared to the CF88
rate at typical central C-burning temperatures, the 13C(α,n)16O
reaction activated in the C core may strongly affect the final s-
process yields. The 12C+12C rate needs to be better constrained
by experiments (e.g. Wiescher, Ka¨ppeler & Langanke 2012). Other
neutron sources as 17O(α, n) and 21Ne(α, n) recycle most of the
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1816 U. Frischknecht et al.
Figure 11. Average number of neutron captures per seed nc versus MCO
for solar metallicity models after central He-burning. Blue squares show
rotating stars and red circles non-rotating stars. The initial mass of each star
is written above the symbol.
neutrons absorbed by 16O and 20Ne, respectively (e.g. Limongi
et al. 2000).
5 IMPAC T O F ROTATIO N O N TH E s-PRO CESS
5.1 Impact during the various burning stages
Rotation significantly changes the structure and pre-SN evolution
of massive stars (Hirschi et al. 2004) and thus also the s-process
production. Rotating stars have central properties similar to more
massive non-rotating stars. In particular, they have more massive
helium burning and CO-cores (see Table 2), respectively, which
is an effect of rotation also found by other studies (e.g. Heger &
Langer 2000; Chieffi & Limongi 2013). Our models with rotation
show typically 30–50 per cent larger He-cores and CO-cores than
the non-rotating models. A 20 M star with rotation has thus a core
size which is almost as large as the one of a 25 M non-rotating star.
The higher core size means higher central temperatures at the same
evolutionary stage and consequently the 22Ne+α is activated earlier.
In these conditions, the He-core s-process contribution increases
at the expense of the C-shell contribution. Since in He-burning
conditions the amount of neutrons captured by light neutron poisons
and not used for the s-process is lower compared to C-burning
conditions, an overall increase of the s-process efficiency is obtained
(see also Pignatari et al. 2010).
At solar metallicity the difference between rotating and non-
rotating stars is mainly found in the core size, but not in the amount
of available 22Ne. This becomes clear if one compares X(22Ne) =

X(22Ne) + Xr(22Ne) of the A-series models in Table 4. In mass
fraction, X(22Ne) ≈ 1.3 × 10−2 is available for α-captures, which
is therefore mainly secondary. Similar values are obtained in both
rotating and non-rotating models. The difference in s-process effi-
ciency is therefore mainly due to the rotation-induced larger core
size and the related impact on temperature (higher) and density
(lower). The difference in the neutron exposure is due to higher
fraction of burned 22Ne. The difference in s-processing between
rotating and non-rotating stars is the smallest at 25 M (A25s0
versus A25s4), when comparing 15 to 25 M models. It is related
to the saturation of the s-process towards higher core/initial masses,
which was already found by Langer, Arcoragi & Arnould (1989)
and can be seen in Fig. 11. This figure shows nc after He-burning
versus CO-core mass of rotating (blue squares) and non-rotating
stars (red circles). We see that nc saturates for MCO > 7 M (initial
mass >25 M). The saturation is caused by the exhaustion of 22Ne.
Typically, the model A40s4 has burned 96 per cent of available 22Ne
after He-burning.
In Fig. 6, the overproduction factors of 25 M models (A25s0
and A25s4) with solar metallicity after the end of He-burning
are shown. Model A25s4 (circles) shows only a moderate in-
crease of the s-process production with respect to A25s0 (dia-
monds). Both models produce heavy isotopes from iron seeds up
to the Sr-peak (A ≈ 90). In A25s0 model, 66 per cent of Fe is
destroyed, and in A25s4 73 per cent. The varying overproduction
factors ( =1) beyond A = 90 are the signature of a local redistri-
bution of pre-existing heavy nuclei. This figure therefore illustrates
that not only the s-process quantities given in Table 4 are simi-
lar, but also the abundance patterns of rotating and non-rotating
models at solar Z are almost identical. The difference in the ef-
ficiency is mostly caused by the larger core size in the rotating
models.
At sub-solar metallicities, the differences between rotating and
non-rotating models are much more striking. Rotating models have
much higher neutron exposures compared to non-rotating stars,
which is due to the primary 22Ne produced and burned during cen-
tral He-burning (see Section 3). This is also illustrated by the 3–
270 times higher amount of 22Ne burned in rotating stars up to
central He exhaustion, depending on the initial mass (or MCO) and
metallicity. The large production of neutrons by 22Ne is partially
compensated by the larger concentration of 25Mg and 22Ne itself,
which become primary neutron poisons in rotating massive stars
(Pignatari et al. 2008). Figs 7, 8 and 9 show the abundance normal-
ized to solar in the CO-core of 25 M stars with Z = 10−3, 10−5 and
10−7 just after central He exhaustion, each for a rotating (circles) and
a non-rotating model (diamonds). Going from Z = Z (Fig. 6) to Z
= 10−3 and 10−5 (Figs 7 and 8), the production of nuclei between
A = 60 and 90 vanishes in the non-rotating models, which is what
is expected from the combination of secondary neutron source, sec-
ondary seeds and primary neutron poisons. The non-rotating model
at Z = 10−7 (D25s0, diamonds in Fig. 9) is special with its small
amount of primary 22Ne. The rotating models at sub-solar Z pro-
duce efficiently up to Sr (Z = 10−3), Ba (Z = 10−5) and finally
up to Pb (Z = 10−7). At the same time, the consumption of iron
seeds increases from 74 per cent at Z = Z (A25s4) to 96 per cent
(B25s4), 97 per cent (C25s4) and 99 per cent (D25s6) at Z = 10−3,
10−5 and 10−7, respectively. Also with the standard rotation rate
υ ini/υcrit = 0.4 around 90 per cent of initial Fe is destroyed in mod-
els with 25 M and Z < Z. Hence, already from the s-process in
He-burning, one can conclude that the primary neutron source in
the rotating models is sufficient to deplete all the seeds and the pro-
duction is limited by the seeds (not the neutron source any more).
The other stellar masses show similar trends with Z. It is interest-
ing to look at the rotation dependence of the non-standard s-process
production. At Z = 10−5, the faster rotating model (C25s5) does not
produce more heavy isotopes beyond iron compared to the one with
standard rotation (C25s4). Instead, what happens is that not only
iron is depleted but elements up to Sr are partially destroyed (after
being produced) and heavier elements like Ba are produced. Even
at the lowest metallicities in a very fast rotating model (D25s6 and
D25s6b, υ ini/υcrit = 0.6 instead of the standard 0.4), and thus with
a larger primary neutron source, there is no additional production of
s-process elements starting from light element seeds like 22Ne. In-
deed, going from [Fe/H] =−3.8 (C25s4) to [Fe/H] =−5.8 (D25s4),
the Sr yield decreases by a factor of ∼9, while the Ba yield increases
by a factor of 5. Hence, the production is limited mainly by the iron
seeds.
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s-process production in rotating massive stars 1817
Figure 12. Ratio of abundances after shell C-burning to the abundances after core He-burning, XC/XHe, in a rotating 25 M star at Z = Z (A25S4). It
illustrates the modification of the abundances by s-process in shell C-burning.
Models with a reduced 17O(α, γ ) (C25s4b, C25s5b, D25s4b and
D25s6b) produce more neutrons. Actually, reducing this rate has
similar consequences to increasing the amount of 22Ne. Already
a reduction of 17O(α, γ ) by a factor of 10 boosts the s-process
up to Ba more (model C25s4b) than going from standard (C25s4)
to faster rotation (C25s5). Models C25s4b, C25s5b, D25s4b and
D25s6b show [Sr/Ba] of about +1, +0.3, 0 and −0.6. These models
therefore emphasize the importance of 16O as a neutron poison, as
discussed in Frischknecht et al. (2012). Note that the models with a
reduced 17O(α, γ ) are still limited by seeds.
The normalization to solar composition allows one to compare
the low-Z models in Figs 7–9 to the solar Z models in Fig. 6 with
respect to their total production. Model B25s4 produces overall
similar amounts of heavy nuclei in the range A = 60–90 as models
A25s0 and A25s4. A closer look reveals that the solar metallicity
models produce higher amounts beyond Fe up to Ge. For isotopes
of As, Se, Br and Kr, A25s0, A25s4 and B25s4 produce similar
amounts, while for Sr, Y and Zr B25s4 produces more. However,
here one has to keep in mind that for the final picture also the
shell C-burning contribution has to be taken into account. The im-
pact on GCE of these results has been discussed elsewhere (e.g.
Cescutti et al. 2013). However, according to models A25s0, A25s4
and B25s4 compared to C25s5 (Fig. 8), rotating stars at Z = 10−5
(initial [Fe/H] = −3.8) probably do not contribute significantly to
the s-process chemical enrichment at solar Z, because the X/X
values are only around 1 or lower for C25s5. This is confirmed for
the model D25s6 in Fig. 9. For the Sr, Y and Zr, a small contri-
bution from rotating stars with Z between 10−3 (initial [Fe/H] =
−1.8) and 10−5 can nevertheless be expected. Instead, for the non-
rotating stars, the s-process contribution is already negligible at
10−3.
Rotation only has a mild impact on the He-shell contribution.
Rotation-induced mixing widens the radiative zone where 22Ne(α,
n) is activated to about 0.4 M in rotating stars (compared to
0.2 M in non-rotating models). As explained in the previous sec-
tion, the contribution to the total s-process yields is therefore low in
our models, and only in the region of 5 per cent for solar metallicity
25 M stars with and without rotation. For less massive stars, the
He-shell gains more weight and produces in 15 M models with
rotation up to 50 per cent of the total yields.
In Fig. 12, the ratio of abundances after shell C-burning to the
abundances after core He-burning, XC/XHe, is plotted for the rotating
25 M model at Z = Z (A25s4). As in the non-rotating Z = Z
model, the high neutron densities lower the s-process branching
ratios. Rotating models with 15 M still produce 64Zn, 80Kr, 86Sr
in the C-shell, while in 20 M and heavier stars these isotopes are
depleted due to the large neutron densities favouring the neutron
capture channel at the s-process branching points 63Ni, 79Se and
85Kr (e.g. Pignatari et al. 2010). This effect mainly occurs at solar
Z (or higher), but it is still relevant also at lower metallicities to
calculate the complete s-process pattern.
5.2 Relative contributions and total yields
In Fig. 13, the yields of 68Zn of the three s-process sites normalized
to the total yields are displayed, for non-rotating stars on the left-
hand side and rotating stars on the right-hand side, and from top
to the bottom for He-core, C-shell and He-shell burning yields. We
plotted 68Zn as a representative for the isotopes in range A = 60–
80, because it is produced by the s-process in all three phases. This
figure allows us to compare the contributions of the three different
sites to the total yields. The following points can be derived.
(i) In general, the contribution from He-core burning (colours
yellow to red in Figs 13a and b) dominates over the other two
phases overall.
(ii) Shell carbon burning is, compared to the other two sites,
only efficient at solar metallicity (see Figs 13c and d). The weak
contribution at low Z is due to the low amount of 22Ne left, the
smaller amount of seeds and the primary neutron poisons, which
have an increased strength towards lower Z in C-shell conditions.
The only mass–metallicity range for which the C-shell dominates
is at solar Z with M  25 M for non-rotating models and with M
 20 M for rotating models. Such a dominant contribution from
C-shell was not seen in the previous literature (e.g. The et al. 2007).
This may be due to the high 22Ne(α, γ ) rate of NACRE, which is in
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Figure 13. s-process site yields of 68Zn normalized to the total yields to illustrate the different relative contributions as a function of mass and metallicity Z,
for He-core without (a) and with rotation (b), for C-shell without rotation (c) and with rotation (d), and the He-shell without (e) and with rotation (f). The red
circles display the location of our models in the mass–metallicity space. Note that decayed yields are plotted in this figure. The values in between the data
points are interpolated linearly in log (m).
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Figure 14. s-process yields, m, of 68Zn in M to illustrate the mass and metallicity dependence of the s-process, without rotation on the left-hand side and
with rotation on the right-hand side. The red circles display the location of our models in the mass–metallicity space. The values in between the data points are
interpolated linearly in log (m).
Figure 15. s-process yields, m, of 88Sr in M to illustrate the mass and metallicity dependence of the s-process, without rotation on the left-hand side and
with rotation on the right-hand side. The red circles display the location of our models in the mass–metallicity space. The values in between the data points are
interpolated linearly in log (m).
strong competition to the neutron source during central He-burning
and dominates for stars with M  20 M. This inhibition during
He-core burning is weaker for rotating stars since they have higher
central temperatures.
(iii) Shell He-burning contributes only a small fraction but typi-
cally 5 per cent to the final yields (see Figs 13e and f). The exceptions
are the rotating 15–25 M stars at low Z and rotating 15–20 M
stars at solar Z. It is the effect of decreasing contribution from the
He-core towards lower masses and the higher burning temperatures
in the shell compared to the He-core, which allows an efficient
activation of 22Ne(α, n) in the 15 M models. Additionally, the
He-shell is not limited by the diminished iron seeds consumed by
s-process in He-core but occurs in a region still containing its initial
iron content. Note that decayed yields are plotted in this figure.
In Fig. 14, the dependence of total 68Zn yields on the mass and
metallicity is displayed for rotating stars with standard rotation rate
(υ ini/υcrit = 0.4) on the right-hand side and for non-rotating stars
on the left-hand side. The red circles display the location of our
models in the mass–metallicity space. The values in between the
data points are interpolated linearly in log (m). As mentioned above,
68Zn is representative for the isotopes in range A = 60–80. A similar
plot for the neutron-magic isotope 88Sr is presented in Fig. 15 to
show the dependence of the Sr-peak production on rotation (86Sr,
87Sr, 89Y and 90Zr show the same trends as 88Sr). Several differences
between the standard and rotation-boosted s-process can be seen.
(i) Rotating models clearly produce more s-process elements at
all metallicities.
(ii) Whereas the s-process production in non-rotating model de-
creases steeply with metallicity (dependence steeper than linear; e.g.
Pignatari & Gallino 2008), the 68Zn yields of rotating stars show
a secondary-like behaviour, going from reddish to bluish colours
towards lower Z. While the 68Zn yields of non-rotating stars drop
by five orders of magnitude when the metallicity goes down by a
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Table 5. Production factorsa of 25 M models after central He exhaustionb.
Model A25s0c A25s4c Pi10-1 Pi10-2 T07-25K T07-25C Ra91a
Isotope Overproduction factors
63Cu 62.0 88.0 127 134 60.8 78.2 91.8
65Cu 73.7 125 280 317 128 205 226.3
64Zn 10.4 15.7 34.1 36.8 30.7 43.6 41.0
66Zn 16.5 30.0 76.3 88.7 59.6 107 118.9
67Zn 21.8 40.7 109 127 82.9 153 171.7
68Zn 16.0 32.1 99.1 121 73.1 158 164.7
70Zn 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 –
69Ga 30.8 63.1 126 156 – – 208.6
71Ga 32.6 69.4 147 187 – – 263.9
70Ge 21.5 45.2 154 193 112 270 253.7
72Ge 11.7 24.9 88.0 114 75.2 201 190.7
73Ge 11.2 24.0 82.4 107 46.9 128 128.8
74Ge 9.5 19.5 71.0 94.2 37.5 110 99.3
76Ge 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 – – –
75As 6.4 13.1 45.3 60.2 27.4 81.9 59.6
76Se 12.3 24.6 99.4 133 78.2 241 212.2
77Se 5.6 11.1 44.0 59.1 – – 88.6
78Se 9.3 17.6 67.4 91.7 – – 108.9
80Se 0.6 1.1 1.5 1.9 1.3 4.0 –
82Se 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 – – –
79Br 2.4 4.5 15.6 21.3 – – 36.6
81Br 0.6 1.0 15.4 21.1 – – –
80Kr 18.7 34.6 169 232 183 618 480.7
82Kr 9.8 17.4 79.1 108 77.9 277 210.3
83Kr 3.4 6.0 25.9 35.5 – – 63.0
84Kr 2.8 4.7 22.0 29.9 – – 52.6
86Kr 1.0 1.1 0.7 0.8 2.6 5.7 –
85Rb 1.8 2.9 14.8 20.0 – – 28.6
87Rb 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 1.3 3.0 –
86Sr 17.5 27.8 79.9 107 60.7 232 147.3
87Sr 13.8 21.1 68.8 91.4 50.4 190 129.2
88Sr 7.2 9.9 21.5 26.8 14.9 45.3 34.8
89Y 6.2 8.6 15.6 18.9 – – 22.3
90Zr 3.0 4.3 6.9 8.2 – – –
91Zr 3.3 4.8 8.6 10.1 – – –
92Zr 3.2 4.6 7.3 8.5 – – –
94Zr 2.4 3.2 5.4 6.3 – – –
References. Pi10-x – model x from Pignatari et al. (2010), T07-25K/C – model 25K/C from The et al. (2007), Ra91a – Raiteri et al. (1991a).
Notes. aProduction factors are defined as the mass fractions/abundances X normalized to the initial ones Xini. Since we have here Z = Z models, the
production factors are X/X.
bIn our models, the overproduction factors are constant throughout the convective core (due to the very fast convective mixing) so our central values
are directly comparable with the literature where the ‘core-averaged’ overproduction factors are reported.
cThe other authors used the solar abundances of Anders & Grevesse (1989), but we used the one of Asplund et al. (2005).
factor of 103, the yields from rotating stars drop only by a factor of
103. The scaling with metallicity is less steep for rotating models.
(iii) Furthermore, the Sr-peak isotopes do not show a secondary
behaviour for stars with rotation and M > 15 M in the metallicity
range between solar (log (Z/Z) = 0) and about one hundredth (Z
= 1.4 × 10−4, log (Z/Z) = −2) of solar metallicity, but they eject
maximal absolute yields around one tenth of solar metallicity (dark
red around log (Z/Z) = −1) for 20–30 M stars.
6 C O M PA R I S O N TO T H E L I T E R AT U R E A N D
O B S E RVAT I O N S
6.1 Comparison to the literature
In Table 5, the overproduction factors Xi/Xi, ini in the centre of solar
metallicity 25 M models after the end of central He-burning are
presented. It shows Xi/Xi, ini for isotopes between Cu and Zr for the
models with (A25s4) and without rotation (A25s0), as well as for
models 1 and 2 from Pignatari et al. (2010), models 25K and 25C
from The et al. (2007) which are based on stellar models of El Eid
et al. (2004), and the model from Raiteri et al. (1991a).
First of all, the overproduction factors in Table 5 show a wide
spread between the models. For Cu and Zn isotopes, the most effi-
cient models (Pi10-2, T07-25C, Ra91a) produce four to seven times
more than the least efficient model (A25s0). This difference be-
comes even more pronounced for heavier isotopes, e.g. 86Sr, where
the difference from the least efficient (A25s0) to the most efficient
models (T07-25C, Ra91a) can exceed a factor of 20. Model Pi10-2
produces large amounts of Cu isotopes, while for heavier elements
the production factors are lower than T07-25C and Ra91a results.
In Table 6, we show the characteristic s-process parameters
of the same models. The central neutron exposure τ c and the
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Table 6. s-process parameters in the centre of 25 M stars after central He exhaustion.
Model τ ca 〈τ 〉b ncc n¯dn,max nn,c,maxe 
X(22Ne) Xr(22Ne)
(mb−1) (mb−1) (105 cm−3) (107 cm−3) (×10−2) (×10−2)
A25s0 3.80 0.133 2.34 5.85 1.56 0.77 0.51
A25s4 4.86 0.160 3.06 5.98 1.72 0.97 0.33
Pi10-1 – 0.197 4.95 11.4 3.22 1.03 1.14
Pi10-2 – 0.209 5.35 10.1 2.88 1.47 0.70
T07-25K 5.00 0.15 3.63 2.53 – 1.39f 0.78
T07-25C 5.43 0.30 5.14 1.95 – 1.19f 0.98
Ra91a – 0.206 5.67 6.79 1.80 1.06 0.96
Notes. aCentral neutron exposure calculated according to equation (2).
bNeutron exposure averaged over He-core (see equation 3).
cNumber of neutron captures per seed calculated according to equation (4), averaged over the He-core mass.
dMaximum of the mean neutron density.
eMaximum of the central neutron density.
fAssuming for the secondary 22Ne a mass fraction of X(22Ne) = 2.17 × 10−2 at the start of He-burning as in
Pignatari et al. (2010).
Table 7. Reaction rates used in 25 M Z = Z models.
Model A25s0 A25s4 Pi10-1 Pi10-2 T07-25K T07-25C Ra91a
22Ne(α, n) Ja01 Ja01 Ja01 NACRE NACRE CF88 CF88
22Ne(α, γ ) NACRE NACRE Ka06 NACRE NACRE K94 CF88
12C(α, γ ) Ku02 Ku02 CFHZ85 CFHZ85 Ku02 CF88 CFHZ85
n-captures K0.3 K0.3 K0.3 K0.3 Be92 Be92
References. Pi10-x – model x of Pignatari et al. (2010), T07-25K/C – model 25K/C of The et al. (2007), Ra91a
– Raiteri et al. (1991a), Ja01 – Jaeger et al. (2001), NACRE – Angulo et al. (1999), CF88 – Caughlan & Fowler
(1988), Ka06 – Karakas et al. (2006), K94 – Ka¨ppeler et al. (1994), Ku02 – Kunz et al. (2002), CFHZ85 –
Caughlan et al. (1985), K0.3 – KADoNiS v0.3, Be92 – Beer, Voss & Winters (1992).
convective core-averaged neutron exposure 〈τ 〉 together with the av-
erage number of neutron captures per seed nc describe the s-process
efficiency. These s-process quantities show a similar picture as the
overproduction factors in Table 5. The most efficient models are
again Pi10-2 and T07-25C, Ra91a, and the least efficient model is
A25s0.
There are several important differences between our models
(A25s0, A25s4) and the others, namely in the initial composition
and the nuclear reaction input, which explain the big differences.
Here these differences are listed.
(i) We used for our models with solar-like composition the initial
chemical composition from Asplund et al. (2005) with a metallicity
Z = 0.014. The other authors used the solar composition from
Anders & Grevesse (1989) with Z ≈ 0.019. It means that in our
models the secondary 22Ne and the iron seeds are reduced by about
35 per cent. From a reduction of the 22Ne neutron source and the
seeds, a reduction of the s-process production is expected. However,
if one uses a solar-like composition with lower Z, this is partially
compensated in the overproduction factors by the normalization
to the smaller initial abundances. It is only partially compensated,
because the source and the seeds are reduced while the primary
poisons not, and the standard s-process scales therefore less than
secondary. The impact of a similar change, from Anders & Grevesse
(1989) composition to the one of Lodders (2003) with Z = 0.0149,
was investigated by Tur et al. (2009). They found that the change
of initial composition can modify the final production factors by
0.2–0.5 dex for 25 M stars. Since we used Z = 0.014 in our solar
Z models, the reduction in the overproduction factors is even higher.
(ii) In Table 7, the sources of the reaction rates used in the works,
compared here, are listed. The neutron source and the 22Ne(α,
n)/22Ne(α, γ ) ratio, respectively, of our models are only similar
in Pi10-1, but they use the lower rate for 22Ne(α, γ ) of Karakas
et al. (2006), which is lower than the NACRE rate we used. The
rates for the neutron source of CF88 and NACRE are both consid-
erably higher (see discussion in NACRE and Jaeger et al. 2001).
Therefore, all other models used more favourable combinations of
22Ne+α rates for the s-process. There is an indication that our choice
of rates leads to a too weak s-process at solar metallicity, because
most isotopes (except for copper) are less overproduced compared
to 16O (see Pignatari et al. 2010, for more details).
(iii) In the mass region A = 50–90, many (n, γ ) rates, relevant
for the s-process, were found to be lower by new measurements
in the past 15 years. Thus, the neutron capture rates also changed
over the time frame of the different studies. Pignatari et al. (2010)
used the same rates of KADoNiS v0.3, as we did in our models. The
rate reduction of several s-process path bottlenecks, in particular at
63Cu, hinders the s-process and reduces the overproduction factors
above the copper isotopes, when using the newer rate compilation.
(iv) The 12C(α, γ )16O rate sources are listed in Table 7. The
rate of Kunz et al. (2002) is the lowest and about 10–20 per cent
smaller than the NACRE rate in the relevant temperature region for
core He-burning. A higher rate means that the star can obtain the
same amount of energy at lower temperatures. In this way, a lower
rate supports the s-process. Tur et al. (2009) studied the impact of
the uncertainty in the 12C(α, γ )16O rate. And a reduction of this rate
by 10–20 per cent increases the overproduction factors on average
by 0.1–0.2 dex.
(v) Neglecting mass-loss means that the core is larger during the
core He-burning phase, and consequently has higher temperatures.
The et al. (2007) point out the possible impact of such a change with
their models 25N and 25NM. Pignatari et al. (2010) and Raiteri et al.
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(1991a) used stellar models calculated with the Frascati Raphson
Newton Evolutionary Code (FRANEC), which did not include mass-
loss (Ka¨ppeler et al. 1994). The maximal core size of their model
during He-burning is MmaxHe = 6.17 M (Pignatari, private commu-
nication). It lies thus between the core sizes of our models A25s0
and A25s4 (see Table 2). The mass-loss introduces therefore a rather
moderate uncertainty, but still reduces the overproduction factors,
nc and 〈τ 〉, by about 10 per cent.
These various differences in the nuclear reaction input as well as
the stellar models make it difficult to disentangle the impact of
the different parameters quantitatively. On the qualitative side, our
models are consistent with the previous publications considering
the differences discussed above.
If we compare the difference between our two models (A25s0,
A25s4) and the other model, we can also conclude that the effect of
rotation at solar metallicity is rather moderate and well within the
nuclear reaction rate uncertainties. This is the case because 22Ne
production by rotation-induced mixing does not play a role at Z
= Z. As discussed above, the rotation still leads to a stronger
production at solar metallicity. The impact of rotation becomes
stronger and stronger as the initial metallicity decreases.
Recently, Chieffi & Limongi (2015) presented preliminary results
where their models for fast-rotating massive stars at low metallicity
can efficiently produce elements also up to Pb. In their models, the s-
process production is due to the mixing of 13C into the helium core,
which provides additional neutrons. A comparison is not possible at
this stage since the models are not described in details in that study.
6.2 Comparison to observations
6.2.1 Production of elements at the Sr and Ba peaks
Spectroscopic observations have shown a secondary trend of
[Cu/Fe] (e.g. Bisterzo et al. 2005; Sobeck et al. 2008, and ref-
erences therein), in agreement with s-process calculations which
predicts that a major part of Cu comes from the s-process in mas-
sive stars (e.g. Pignatari et al. 2010). The same trend is expected for
Ga, for which only few observations and upper limits are available
from low-metallicity stars and not a real comparison can be made,
and for Ge (see discussion in Pignatari et al. 2010). More data are
available for Ge compared to Ga (Cowan et al. 2005), but the metal-
licity range of interest is still not fully covered by observations.
As mentioned before, we show that rotation would not change the
secondary nature of the s-process production of these elements.
Travaglio et al. (2004) compared the spectroscopic observations
of the Sr-peak elements Sr, Y and Zr at different metallicities with
the s-process distribution in the Solar system obtained from GCE
calculations. They proposed that a lighter element primary process
(or LEPP) was responsible for both the observations and the miss-
ing s-process abundances in the solar distribution. Later, Montes
et al. (2007) compared the ‘stellar LEPP’ signature at low metallic-
ity with the ‘solar LEPP’ in the Solar system, concluding that while
they are compatible, also explosive nucleosynthesis processes can
be responsible for the same elemental signature in the early Galaxy.
While the existence of the solar LEPP has been recently questioned
(Maiorca et al. 2012; Cristallo et al. 2015), we cannot exclude that
an additional s-process component is needed to contribute to its
total amount. We have seen in this work that it is quite unlikely
that the s-process in fast-rotating massive stars is the responsible,
due to its secondary nature and its significance only at much lower
metallicities for elements in the Sr mass region and heavier. On the
other hand, Cescutti et al. (2013) and Barbuy et al. (2014) showed
that s-process in fast-rotating massive stars is compatible with ob-
servations at low metallicity (e.g. Hansen et al. 2013). Alternative or
complementary theoretical scenarios proposed to explain the stellar
LEPP are explosive nucleosynthesis components, mainly associated
with neutrino-driven winds on top of the forming neutron star (e.g.
Fro¨hlich et al. 2006; Qian & Wasserburg 2008; Farouqi et al. 2009;
Arcones & Montes 2011).
We have seen a scatter in the production up to Ba, which is
strongly affected by nuclear uncertainties. Additionally, a scatter in
Sr production is intrinsic to the rotation-boosted s-process, since a
varying rotation rate would lead to a varying amount of primary 22Ne
and thus to a varying neutron exposure and s-process production,
respectively. Typically, the s-process in massive stars produces only
minor amounts of Ba and [Sr/Ba] is around +2, with an upper
limit of ≈ +2.3. However, due to the seed limitation and the larger
neutron capture per iron seed, the enhanced s-process in fast-rotating
massive stars can produce more significantly also elements at the
Ba neutron-magic peak. On the other hand, as shown by Pignatari
et al. (2013), the intrinsic nature of 22Ne as a neutron source and
neutron poison does not allow one to efficiently feed also heavier
elements along the s-process path, up to Pb.
6.2.2 The very low Z stars: the case of CEMP-no stars
At metallicities [Fe/H]−2, it is possible to observe a large number
of ‘carbon-enhanced metal-poor’ (CEMP; [C/Fe] > 0.7; Aoki et al.
2007) stars, which exhibit large excesses of carbon with values of
[C/Fe] reaching more than 4.0 dex. At the same time, nitrogen,
oxygen and other elements are also largely overabundant. These
stars are very old low-mass stars (about 0.8 M) still surviving and
exhibiting the particular nucleosynthetic products of the first stellar
generations.
CEMP stars were classified in CEMP-s, CEMP-r/s and CEMP-r
(e.g. Beers, Preston & Shectman 1992; Beers & Christlieb 2005), de-
pending on the observed abundances of s-elements (mainly Ba) and
r-elements (mainly Eu). Another group was identified the CEMP-
no stars, with much weaker overabundances of n-capture elements
(typically [Ba/Fe] < 1). Nevertheless, a fraction of them contains
measurable amounts of heavy s-elements. Recent catalogues may be
found by Masseron et al. (2010), Allen et al. (2012), Bisterzo et al.
(2012), Lugaro et al. (2012), Norris et al. (2013), Bonifacio et al.
(2015) and Hansen et al. (2015). The CEMP-no stars clearly domi-
nate for low-metallicity stars with [Fe/H] < −3.0. Several of these
stars are still main sequence or subgiant objects; thus, their particular
abundances are likely not resulting from self-enrichment, but from
the nucleosynthetic contributions of previous massive stars, called
the source stars, possibly belonging to the first stellar generations.
Many different kinds of models have been suggested to explain
the properties of the CEMP-no stars; see a review of these models
by Nomoto, Kobayashi & Tominaga (2013). Two kinds of models
are presently emerging (Norris et al. 2013): the mixing and fallback
models of faint supernovae (Nomoto, Kobayashi & Tominaga 2013;
Tominaga, Iwamoto & Nomoto 2014) and the models of spinstars,
i.e. of massive stars with fast rotation and mass-loss (Meynet et al.
2006), a combination of both sets of models being also possible.
Recently, Maeder, Meynet & Chiappini (2015) have provided many
tests showing that the particular CNO abundances of CEMP-no
stars result from products of He-burning (mainly C and O) having
undergone partial mixing and processing in the H-burning shell
before being ejected into the interstellar medium. This result is
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Table 8. Strontium and barium abundances for CEMP-no stars with
[Sr/Fe] >0.
StarRef Teff log g
[ Fe
H
] [ Sr
Fe
] [ Ba
Fe
] [ Sr
Ba
]
BS 16929−005a 5229 2.61 −3.34 0.54 − 0.41 0.95
CS 22949−037a 4958 1.84 −3.97 0.55 − 0.52 1.07
HE 0100−1622b 5400 3.0 −2.93 0.25 <− 1.80 >2.05
HE 0233−0343b 6100 3.4 −4.68 0.32 <0.80 >− 0.48
HE 1300−2201c 6332 4.64 −2.61 0.28 − 0.04 0.32
HE 1327−2326a, c, d 6180 3.70 −5.76 1.04 <1.46 >− 0.42
HE 1330−0354c 6257 4.13 −2.29 0.01 − 0.47 0.48
53327-2044-515a 5703 4.68 −4.05 1.09 <0.34 >0.75
References: aNorris et al. (2013); bHansen et al. (2015); cAllen et al. (2012);
dFrebel et al. (2005).
based on the analysis of the 12C/13C, [C/N] and [O/N] ratios as well
as on the study of the elements involved in the Ne–Na and Mg–Al
cycles of H-burning, which all show large excesses and a behaviour
completely different from that of the α-elements. At the same time,
some of these CEMP-no stars show the presence of s-elements.
As shown by the models presented in the previous sections, the
mixing processes, by successive back-and-forth motions between
the He- and H-burning regions, may also lead to the 22Ne(α,n)25Mg
reaction which produces s-elements by neutron captures on seed
heavy elements.
The present models show a great sensitivity to both metallicity
and rotation of the ratio of s-elements of the first peak (like Sr) to
s-elements of the second peak (like Ba). Specifically, the models of
25 M with Z = 10−3, corresponding to [Fe/H] = −1.8, without
rotation predict a ratio [Sr/Ba] = 0.13, with rotation [Sr/Ba] = 2.12
(see Fig. 7). For the models with Z = 10−5 ([Fe/H] = −3.8), the
corresponding values are [Sr/Ba] = 0.03 and 1.17, respectively (see
Fig. 8). For the models with Z = 10−7 ([Fe/H] = −5.8), the ratios
become [Sr/Ba] = 0.05 and −0.08 (see Fig. 9). Thus, we notice
that for non-rotating models the ratio [Sr/Ba] decreases slightly for
lower Z, nevertheless still remaining positive. For rotating models,
at [Fe/H] = −1.8, [Sr/Ba] is very high, decreasing first slightly
for lower Z and then very steeply, becoming negative at [Fe/H] =
−5.8. As shown by the above models, the physical reason of these
changes is that at lower Z the many free neutrons produced by (α,n)
captures can more easily saturate the less abundant seeds and thus
the succession of n-captures may proceed to nuclei of higher atomic
masses. According to Section 5.1, the trend with rotation mainly
results from the larger cores and thus higher temperatures, which
produce higher fractions of burned 22Ne.
In the sample of 46 CEMP-no stars, we may collect from the
mentioned catalogues (Maeder et al. 2015), 39 stars have [Sr/Fe]
data measured. Their mean value is [Sr/Fe] =−0.36. There are eight
CEMP-no stars with a significant excess of the ratio [Sr/Fe], say
with [Sr/Fe] > 0. Table 8 shows their [Sr/Fe], [Ba/Fe] and [Sr/Ba]
ratios. We see that all stars in the range of [Fe/H] = −2.2 to −4.0
have clearly positive values of the [Sr/Ba] ratios, up to more than
2.05. The two stars with the lowest [Fe/H] values, HE 0233−0343
([Fe/H] = −4.68) and HE 1327−2326 ([Fe/H] = −5.76), both have
negative values of their lower limits for [Sr/Ba] of −0.48 and −0.42.
There is, for now, only one star known with an [Fe/H] ratio lower
than those quoted above, this is SMSS 0313−6708 (Keller et al.
2014). Its chemical abundances are mainly given in the form of
upper limits: [Fe/H] = < −7.3, [Sr/H] < −6.7, [Ba/H]<−6.1. We
notice that these limits may also support a positive [Sr/Fe] together
with a negative [Sr/Ba] ratio for this object with an extremely low
metallicity, but, since these are only upper limits, it is not possible
at the moment to interpret the heavy element abundances in this
star.
Despite the fact that the sample of these most extreme objects
is limited, we may note impressive agreement between the model
predictions and the observations with the following conclusions.
(i) If we consider both models without and with rotation, the
ranges of theoretical and observed [Sr/Ba] ratios correspond very
well lying between [Sr/Ba] ∼ −0.5 and +2.0.
(ii) Without the effects of rotation, the predicted range of [Sr/Ba]
ratios lies between 0.0 and 0.2, being much shorter than the observed
range. Thus, non-rotating models are unable to account for the
observed range of [Sr/Ba] (Cescutti et al. 2013).
(iii) The range of [Sr/Ba] ratios predicted by rotating models
is much broader extending from −0.5 to 2.1, in agreement with
observations. Thus, rotating models are needed for accounting the
abundances of s-elements in very low metallicity stars, as shown in
the last reference.
(iv) Not only the observed range is correctly predicted by the
models, but also the observed trend of lower [Sr/Ba] for stars with
the lower [Fe/H] ratios.
We note that this last effect is quite consistent with the so-called
‘Ba-floor’ recently found by Hansen et al. (2015). This is a plateau
in the absolute Ba abundances of CEMP stars for stars with [Fe/H]
< −3.0. Indeed, the existence of this Ba-floor implies that for the
lower [Fe/H] ratios the observed [Ba/Fe] ratios become larger, and
thus [Sr/Ba] lower as shown by the present models.
This confirms the many pieces of evidence (Maeder et al. 2015)
consistent with a significant role of rotation in stars of low metallic-
ities, an effect with a high impact on the early chemical and spectral
evolution of galaxies.
7 C O N C L U S I O N S
We calculated a large grid of rotating massive star models to de-
termine the impact of rotation on slow neutron captures from solar
down to very low metallicities following our previous exploratory
studies. The main results of this study are the following.
(i) Our models show that rotation not only enables the production
of primary nitrogen, but also of important quantities of primary 22Ne
at all metallicities. Whereas the neutron source for the s-process in
non-rotating models is secondary, the neutron source is primary in
rotating models.
(ii) At solar metallicity, rotation-induced mixing increases the
weak s-process production but its impact is modest (within a factor
of 2) and the production in rotating models stops at the strontium
peak as in standard models.
(iii) As the metallicity decreases, the amount of iron seeds de-
creases and the iron seeds are the main limitation to the production
of heavier elements in rotating models, in which the neutron source
is primary. The decreasing amount of seeds does not prevent the
production of heavier elements though. On the other hand, the lack
of seeds means that not only the seeds get depleted but elements
in the mass range A = 60–80 also get depleted as the production
peak shifts to the strontium peak by Z = 10−3 and elements up to
the barium peak are efficiently produced at that metallicity and very
low metallicities. The final [Sr/Ba] ratio that we obtain is covering
the range between roughly −0.5 and 2.1.
(iv) The strong dependence of production of the barium peak on
metallicity and initial rotation rate means that our models provide a
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natural explanation for the observed scatter for the [Sr/Ba] ratio at
the low metallicities.
(v) The general decrease with metallicity of the [Sr/Ba] ratio in
our models also matches the decreasing ratio observed in the small
current sample of CEMP-no stars at extremely low [Fe/H].
(vi) Although they are challenging to measure, isotopic ratios,
for example for magnesium isotopes, have a great potential for
constraining stellar models.
There are important uncertainties that affect the results presented
in this paper. On the nuclear side, the dominant uncertainties are the
exit channel ratios between n and γ for α-captures on 17O and 22Ne.
The first ratio determines whether 16O is a strong neutron poison or
only a strong absorber, while the second determines the strength of
the neutron source 22Ne(α, n). On the stellar side, the interplay of
mean molecular weight and magnetic fields with rotation-induced
instabilities and mixing is the main uncertainty. Concerning the
stabilizing effect of mean molecular weight on shear mixing, we
have used a conservative prescription for shear mixing. It is not
fully clear yet whether magnetic fields would increase or decrease
rotation-induced mixing. If we compare models computed with
the Tayler–Spruit dynamo and models without, we observed that
starting from the same initial conditions (mass, metallicity, rotation),
models with the Tayler–Spruit dynamo are more mixed (see for
instance Maeder & Meynet 2005). On the other hand, this does
not imply that the models with the Tayler–Spruit dynamo would
produce more primary 14N and 22Ne. Primary nitrogen production
needs strong enough mixing in a very specific region of the star, i.e.
between the helium core and the hydrogen burning shell. Whether
this mixing will be strong enough depends on the gradients of the
angular velocity and of the mean molecular weight in this region,
as explained above in this paper (see also Meynet et al. 2013).
These uncertainties affect quantitatively the results obtained in
this study and new models will be required, e.g. when updated
reaction rates become available. Nevertheless, the results will re-
main true qualitatively and their ability to explain many observed
abundance features provides a strong support for the impact of
rotation-induced mixing at low metallicities.
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